
IN THE COURT OF ADDL. CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, DHUBRI 
                                                  
 

Case no : CR 802 of 2008 
   

Nikhil Chandra Roy 
-Vrs- 

Md. Nazibur Rahman Khan 
                                                                  …....Accused person 
 
 
 
Present : Shri S. Datta, AJS 
 
 
Learned Advocates appeared : 
For the prosecution ----- Md. A. R. Ahmed & Shri S. K. Sur 
For the defence ---------- Md. A. U. Ahmed & Shri P. J. Choudhury 
 
Evidence recorded on  :  22.7.09, 06.7.10, 18.6.11 & 23.8.11,  
Argument heard on      :  29.6.13 & 22.7.13 
Judgment delivered on :  05.8.13 
Penal law involved       :  u/s 138 of the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881 (as  
                                         amended upto date)                           
                                          
 
 

J U D G M E N T 
 
      1. The prosecution-case in brief, as I gather from the complaint, is 
that the complainant was an Automobile Financier by occupation. The accused 
person being in urgent need of money approached him for a short-term loan of 
Rs.2,50,000/-. The complainant having been in good relation with the accused 
person lent him a sum of Rs.2,50,000/- on 23.12.07 on execution of a Hand-note 
by the latter promising to repay the amount within three months who also issued 
five numbers of post-dated (for encashment since 25.3.08) cheques (no.834341-
45) on the same day drawn on his A/c maintained with the Assam Co-operative 
Apex Bank Ltd, Dhubri Branch, in order to secure the debt. The complainant, as 
per the terms of the agreement, presented the first two cheques vide. no.834341 & 
834342 on 25.3.08 & 26.3.08 respectively for crediting the amounts in his A/c 
maintained with the UCO Bank, Dhubri Branch, but the Cheques were returned 
by his Banker on 28.3.08 & 31.3.08 respectively for the reason that the amount 
lying in the said A/c of the accused was insufficient to honour the same. The 
complainant then issued a Pleader’s Notice to the accused person on 01.4.08 by 
Registered Post demanding the Cheque-amounts together with the remaining dues 
within fifteen days. The Letter containing the Notice was tendered on the accused 
person on 21.4.08 but he refused to receive the same ; it came back to the 
complainant’s Advocate on 24.4.08 alongwith a Report of the Superintendent of 
the Post Office to that effect. The accused person did not repay any amount 
within the said fifteen days. The complainant then lodged this complaint on 
08.5.08 i.e. after expiry of that period of fifteen days and within thirty days 
thereafter.  
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                2. On appearance of the accused person before the Court in 
response to the summons issued, the particulars of the offence punishable u/s 138 
of the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881, (hereinafter called “the Act”) were  
explained to the accused person by my learned predecessor to which the accused 
person pleaded not guilty, as the order dated 30.5.09 shows. The complainant 
examined two witnesses including himself who were cross-examined at length. 
The accused person was then examined u/s 313 CrPC ; he declined to declined to 
adduce any evidence. I have heard the argument of both sides. 
                        3. The sole point for determination in this case is whether, on the 
proved facts, an offence punishable u/s 138 of the Act is made out against the 
accused person beyond all reasonable doubts and, if yes, what punishment he 
deserves. 
                                                                                           
Decision & reasons therefor :  
 
               4. PW-1 Shri Nikhil Chandra Roy is the complainant in this case. 
He deposed to the effect that he is/was an Automobile Financier by occupation. 
The accused person being in urgent need of money approached him for a short-
term loan of Rs.2,50,000/-. PW-1 having been in good relation with the accused 
person lent him a sum of Rs.2,50,000/- on 23.12.07 on execution of a Hand-note 
by the latter promising to repay the amount within three months who also issued 
five numbers of post-dated (for encashment on 25.3.08 onwards) cheques 
(no.834341-45) on the same day drawn on his A/c maintained with the Assam 
Co-operative Apex Bank Ltd, Dhubri Branch, in order to secure the debt. PW-1, 
as per the terms of the agreement, presented the first two cheques vide. no.834341 
(Ext.1 is the proved-in-original copy thereof) & 834342 (Ext.2 is the proved-in-
original copy thereof) on 25.3.08 & 26.3.08 respectively for crediting the amounts 
in his (PW-1’s) A/c maintained with the UCO Bank, Dhubri Branch, but both the 
Cheques were returned by his Bank on 28.3.08 & 31.3.08 respectively (vide. the 
Return-slips Ext.3 & Ext.4 respectively both of which are proved in original) for 
the reason that the amount credited in the said A/c of the accused was insufficient 
to honour the Cheques. The complainant then issued a Pleader’s Notice (Ext.5 is 
the proved-in-original copy thereof) to the accused person on 01.4.08 by 
Registered Post (Ext.6 is the proved-in-original copy of the money-receipt of 
registration) demanding the Cheque-amounts together with the remaining dues 
within fifteen days. The Letter containing the Notice was tendered on the accused 
person on 21.2.08 but he refused to receive the same ; it came back to the 
complainant’s Advocate on 24.4.08 alongwith a Report (Ext.7 is the proved-in-
original copy thereof) of the Superintendent of the Post Office to that effect. The 
accused person did not repay any amount within the said fifteen days.  
                      5. PW-1 admitted during cross-examination that in his examination-
in-chief, he mentioned that the accused person refused to receive the Notice on 
21.02.08 (instead of 21.4.08 vide. complaint). He also admitted that he had no 
License for lending money. He failed to say whether he showed the aforesaid 
lending in his income-tax return for the concerned financial year or whether the 
agreement (Hand-note) pertained to the alleged lending. 
                      6. PW-2 Jiaruddin Ahmed is the uncle of the accused person. He 
testified that on 23.12.07 the accused person accompanied him to the house of the  
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complainant (PW-1) and approached him (complainant) for a temporary loan of 
Rs.2,50,000/-. The complainant agreed and accordingly lent the full amount in 
cash in presence of PW-2 on execution of a Hand-note by the accused person. 
PW-2 added that he scribed the Hand-note which was signed by the accused 
person in his presence. He (PW-2) proved the Hand-note as Ext.8. PW-2 deposed 
further that the accused person also issued five number of Cheques favouring the 
complainant vide. No.8343431-35 dated 25.3.08-29.3.08 respectively, in presence 
of PW-2, on his (accused) A/c maintained with the Assam Co-operative Bank 
Ltd., Dhubri Branch, and handed over the Cheques immediately to the 
complainant to secure repayment of the debt within three months. PW-2 also 
proved the relevant/concerned two Cheques as Ext.1&2 and the other three 
Cheques as Ext.9-11. 
                     7. PW-2 stated during cross-examination that Ext.8 was written in 
the house of the complainant and that the Cheques vide. Ext.9-11 were issued 
prior thereto. He failed say the date etc. of the Cheques. PW-2 added that 
Rs.50,000/- was paid before scribing of Ext.8 and Rs.1,50,000/- was paid on the 
day of execution thereof. He clearly stated that Rs.2,00,000/- was paid in total, at 
an interest-rate of 4%, for purchase of computer and also for business-purpose.  
                     8. The defence has not disputed the genuineness of any of the 
Exhibits as noted above, except Ext.7 (Postal report). The execution of the Hand-
note (Ext.8) as well as the issuance of the Cheques (Ext.1&2) by the accused 
person being thus admitted positions, it is inconsequential vide. Sec.91/92 of the 
Evidence Act if PW-2 stated orally that the total loan-amount was Rs.2,00,00/- 
(in place of Rs.2,50,000/-). The Hand-note (Ext.8) was proved by PW-2 to have 
been executed by the accused person and not even a suggestion was put to him 
disputing the authenticity of this document or the signature of the accused 
thereon. So, if PW-1 failed to recollect whether the agreement pertained to the 
alleged lending or whether he showed the lent amount in his income-tax return, it 
does not make the document/transaction unreliable, because, there is a sea of 
difference between denying a fact & forgetting a fact. Therefore, the argument of 
the defence that the Cheques were issued not out of any debt or liability is visibly 
contrary to the proved facts. Actually, on admission of issuance of the Cheques, 
the onus of proving the absence of any debt or liability shifts on the defence vide. 
Sec.139 of the Act ; visibly enough, the accused has failed to discharge the 
burden. 
                     9. The defence has submitted that Ext.7 (Postal report of refusal of 
the accused to receive the Notice) is a concocted document but has not assigned 
any reason for such opinion. It has been issued by a Public Authority in support 
of an official act (tendering the Notice to the addressee/accused) and I am 
inclined to rely on it taking the presumption u/s 114 [Illustration (e)] of the 
Evidence Act. I may note in this context that though the examination-in-chief of 
PW-1 mentions 21.02.08 as the date of refusal of the accused person to receive 
the Notice, other reliable pieces of evidence on records sufficiently establish the 
fact that the Notice was in fact tendered & refused on 21.4.08. The examination-
in-chief having been submitted on affidavit, I take the mistake to be a 
typographical error only. The Notice (Ext.5) on records incorporates a demand for 
the other three Cheque-amounts (Ext.9-11) too but this demand is clearly 
severable from the one for the two Cheques (Ext.1&2) which are the subject-  
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matters in this case. Therefore, the incorporation of the demand for those three 
Cheque-amounts (Ext.9-11) will not invalidate the Notice, as I opine following 
the decision of the Hon’ble Supreme Court in Suman Sethi -Vs- Ajay K Churiwal 
(Para : 8) as reported in AIR 2000 SC 828 : 2000 CriLJ 1391 : (2000)2 SCC 380.  
                     10. Learned defence lawyer, while referring to the decision of the 
Hon’ble Bombay High Court in Anil Baburao Kataria -Vrs- Purshottam 
Prabhakar Kawane reported in 2010 CriLJ 1217, has argued that since the term 
‘debt’ (vide. Sec.138 of the Act) means legally enforceable debt and the 
complainant has failed to show any License for money-lending under the Assam 
Money Lenders Act, 1934 (as amended), the alleged debt cannot be enforced by 
the process of the Court. The decision, in my humble opinion, cannot be pressed 
into service in this case for two reasons : firstly, the concept of ‘money-lender’, as 
it appears in Sec.2(10) of the Bombay Act & u/s 2(1) of the Assam Act, differs to 
some extent in my considered opinion. In the Bombay Act, a person who “carries 
on the business of money-lending” is a money-lender ; in other words, if a person 
carrying on the business of money-lending for a particular purpose advances a 
loan for interest [vide. Sec.2(9) of the Act] for some other purpose, he is still a 
money-lender under the Bombay Act. But in the Assam Act, “money-lender” 
means a person who “in regular course of business advances a loan”. To put it 
differently, if the regular business of the person is Automobile-financing (for 
instance, the complainant in the instant case) and he advances loan for purchasing 
computer or for some other business (as in the instant case), he, in my considered 
opinion, cannot be said to be a money-lender in respect of such spasmodic 
lending within the meaning of Sec.2(1) of the Assam Act, because, advancing 
loan for purchasing computer etc. is not his regular business. Secondly, what is 
barred under the Assam Act (Sec.7-D) is a suit for recovery of the loan in a Civil 
Court. Needless to say, the instant complaint is neither a ‘suit’ before any ‘Civil 
Court’ nor meant for recovery of the loan, though the loan-amount may be taken 
into account while fixing the amount of fine/compensation. 
                   11. The evidence on records thus constitutes the offence punishable 
u/s 138 of the Act beyond all reasonable doubts. All the transactions have been 
made by the complainant within the periods prescribed u/s 138/142 of the Act. 
Hence, I convict the accused person for having committed the said offence. His 
bail-bond shall stand discharged after expiry of six months from today, vide. the 
spirit of the provisions u/s 437-A CrPC. I am not inclined to extend the benefits 
of the Probation of Offenders’ Act to him, because, given the very nature of an 
offence punishable u/s 138 of the NI Act (mens ria is not an ingredient of it), 
there is little scope of reformation of the convict if he is released on probation of 
good conduct. Here I may gainfully quote the relevant part of the decision of the 
Hon’ble Kerela High Court in M. V. Nalinakshan –Vrs- M. Rameshan & Another 
[reported in MANU/KE/0163/2009 : 2009 CriLJ 1703] which reads thus : 
“…..having regard to the object of introducing Section 138 of the Act and the 
nature of that offence, there is little scope for reforming a person who is proved to 
have committed the offence punishable under Section 138 of the Act and 
directing him to execute bond and in the meantime be of good behaviour and 
keep peace in the locality for any period whatsoever. As such it is not expedient 
to release a person convicted of the offence under Section 138 of the Act on 
probation under Section 4(1) of the PO Act”. 
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                       12. Heard the convict on the point of sentence. He has pleaded 
poverty apart from his liability to maintain his family including old parents. 
Considering his submission and the facts & circumstances of the case together, I 
sentence the convict to suffer R.I. for six months and to pay no fine. He is, 
however, directed u/s 357(3) CrPC to pay Rs.1,60,000/- to the complainant as 
compensation. Supply a copy of this judgment to the convict free of cost. 
 
Dictated & corrected by me and given under my hand and seal of the Court on 
this 05th Day of the Month of August in the Year 2013.  
  
, 
                                                                          Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate, 
                                                                                         Dhubri : Assam    
 
 


